
HOW “COLLUSION”
APPEARS IN THE
MUELLER REPORT
Because it has been my hobby for the last 2
years, let me remind you that what law
enforcement authorities have been investigating
— with regards to the efforts of Donald Trump
and his associates to optimize Russia’s efforts
to help Trump get elected — has been conspiracy,
not collusion. To show that Mueller’s report
does not comment on whether Trump “colluded”
with Russia, I’m going to show how the word
“collusion” appears in it.

Table of contents
Mueller was so determined to make this point
clear he dedicated an entire section to saying
he did not investigate “collusion.”

Not “collusion”
On page 2 — page 2!! — of the report, Mueller
explains they didn’t investigate “collusion,”
but instead investigated “conspiracy” and
“coordination,” a point I’ve been making for
years.
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Not  “collusion,”  but
conspiracy
Then there’s the dedicated section where Mueller
explains their prosecutorial decisions were not
about “collusion,” but about conspiracy.

Trump’s  gaslighting
about  the  word
“collusion”
Aside from those legal comments, the vast
majority of the references to “collusion” in the
report catalogue Trump’s usage of the term, such
as this description of Trump telling his PDB
briefers there was no “collusion.”

 

There’s the description of how Trump claimed
there was no “collusion” in some of the 8
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conversations he had with Steve Bannon in
advance of firing Jim Comey.

There are the mad tweets claiming there was no
“collusion.”

Yet more mad tweets claiming no “collusion.”

And still more mad tweets claiming no
“collusion.”

And more tweets about “collusion.”

Still more batshit tweets about “collusion.”

And still more batshit tweets about “collusion.”

The “collusion” tweets suffer from no limits of
market scarcity.
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Trump’s lawyers repeat
the “collusion” frame
Then there’s the one citation of Trump’s lawyers
addressing “collusion” as opposed to something
illegal.

Why would you report on
Trump  claiming  no
“collusion”?
Then there’s this reference to a journalist
reporting on Trump claiming no “collusion.”

Shitty reporting using
the term “collusion”
Finally, there is a single reference to
reporting using the term “collusion” on the day
Comey said they were not investigating that.
[shakes head at the headline writers]

In other words, the references to “collusion” in
the Mueller Report fall, generally, into two
categories. A legal discussion explaining why
Mueller was not investigating “collusion.” And a
catalogue of the instances where Trump and his
surrogates denied that he was guilty of that
non-crime.
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